
ProEdge is a journey

Upskilling can feel overwhelming. ProEdge can guide you every step of the way.

Digital upskilling tailored for 
risk, compliance and internal 
audit professionals

The challenge

Accelerate time to value
ProEdge identifies skill gaps and creates learning paths targeted to 
an individual’s skills to get your people started on their innovation 
journeys.

Increase your learning investment
ProEdge challenges your people with curated content, functionally 
relevant experiences, and industry-recognized credentials that tap 
into the science of learning to maximize skill development.

Scale innovation
ProEdge creates a culture of citizen-led innovation, including a 
marketplace for your digital assets, pre-populated PwC-created 
digital tools, and an ideation hub.

Our solution

of Chief Risk Officers see this 
transformation as an opportunity to 
upskill their existing workforce on 
emerging digital technologies

The pandemic has accelerated the rate of 
technology transformation as organizations 
have shifted to remote work.

46%
Source: PwC Pulse Survey for CROs and Risk Management Leaders

August 2021

ProEdge is the first end-to-end upskilling and 
citizen-led innovation platform.
ProEdge helps risk, compliance and internal audit professionals 
accelerate their upskilling journeys by using customized learning 
pathways, and keeps these teams competitive by providing their people 
with a platform to scale their new skills across the entire organization.

ProEdge can help you create a culture of continuous learning and 
empowers your people and your organization to reach their potential.

100k+
Articles, podcasts, videos 
and other learning assets

100+
credentials across 14 
company functions

6,500+
digital skills courses, including 
1,600 CPE-eligible courses

800+
pre-populated digital 
assets created by PwC



Building the foundation: Creating a digital-first mindset

Encourage a culture of continuous learning through... 
• Over 100,000 curated, on-demand learning assets from industry-leading content providers
• More than 6,500 digital skills courses
• CPE credit-eligible courses across Accounting, Auditing, Tax, Fraud Analysis, Risk Management, 
Ethics and IT

Making it real: Function-specific experiences for risk, compliance, and internal audit teams

• You need experiential learning that evolves with the pace of the digital workplace. ProEdge offers 
engaging, function-specific experiences that help your people apply new skills quickly for immediate 
business impact. 

• Learning is reinforced with a hands-on sandbox, where learners can engage with the digital tools 
and complete scenario-based capstone projects—all without the need for additional licenses and 
special implementations.

• With ProEdge, learners can gain insight from virtual instructors who review their capstone projects 
and provide feedback to help them fine-tune their abilities.

• Learners can earn portable credentials that can help grow their career opportunities.  ProEdge 
credentials focus on the tasks ripe for digital disruption.  Credential topics for the risk, compliance, 
and internal audit professional include:
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How ProEdge can deliver value to risk, compliance, and internal 
audit professionals
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● Driving decisions with data 
insights

● Leading projects using 
Agile and Scrum 

● Driving business value with 
artificial intelligence

● Optimizing tasks with robotics 
process automation (RPA)

● Solving problems with 
design thinking

● Creating and implementing a 
digital strategy

● Creating rule ruleset processes 
for monitoring transaction data

● Applying a continuous 
monitoring lifecycle


